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Dated: June 29, 2016.
Diana Finegold,
Project Clearance Liaison, NINR, NIH.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND
HUMAN SERVICES
National Institutes of Health

[FR Doc. 2016–16438 Filed 7–11–16; 8:45 am]

Notice of Correction for
Announcement of Requirements and
Registration for ‘‘Up For A Challenge
(U4C)—Stimulating Innovation in
Breast Cancer Genetic Epidemiology’’

BILLING CODE 4140–01–P

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND
HUMAN SERVICES
National Institutes of Health
National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases; Notice of Closed
Meeting
Pursuant to section 10(d) of the
Federal Advisory Committee Act, as
amended (5 U.S.C. App.), notice is
hereby given of the following meeting.
The meeting will be closed to the
public in accordance with the
provisions set forth in sections
552b(c)(4) and 552b(c)(6), Title 5 U.S.C.,
as amended. The grant applications and
the discussions could disclose
confidential trade secrets or commercial
property such as patentable material,
and personal information concerning
individuals associated with the grant
applications, the disclosure of which
would constitute a clearly unwarranted
invasion of personal privacy.
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Name of Committee: National Institute of
Allergy and Infectious Diseases Special
Emphasis Panel; Rapid Assessment of Zika
Virus (ZIKV) Complications (R21).
Date: August 3–4, 2016.
Time: 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Agenda: To review and evaluate grant
applications.
Place: National Institutes of Health, 5601
Fishers Lane, Rockville, MD 20892
(Telephone Conference Call).
Contact Person: Andrea L. Wurster, Ph.D.,
Scientific Review Officer, Scientific Review
Program, Division of Extrarmural Activities,
Room 3G33B, National Institutes of Health,
NIAID, 5601 Fishers Lane, MSC 9823,
Bethesda, MD 20899823, (240) 669–5062,
wurstera@mail.nih.gov.
(Catalogue of Federal Domestic Assistance
Program Nos. 93.855, Allergy, Immunology,
and Transplantation Research; 93.856,
Microbiology and Infectious Diseases
Research, National Institutes of Health, HHS)
Dated: July 6, 2016.
Natasha M. Copeland,
Program Analyst, Office of Federal Advisory
Committee Policy.
[FR Doc. 2016–16368 Filed 7–11–16; 8:45 am]
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The National Institutes of Health
(NIH) is correcting a notice previously
published in the Federal Register on
June 5, 2015 (80 FR 32168) and titled
‘‘Announcement of Requirements and
Registration for ‘Up For A Challenge
(U4C)—Stimulating Innovation in Breast
Cancer Genetic Epidemiology’.’’ The
notice announced ‘‘Up For A Challenge
(U4C)—Stimulating Innovation in Breast
Cancer Genetic Epidemiology’’ (the
‘‘Challenge’’) to encourage unique
approaches to more fully decipher the
genomic basis of breast cancer.
NIH is correcting the dates for the
Challenge: The Challenge Judging
period from January 16, 2016–March 30,
2016 is changing to February 25, 2016–
September 12, 2016 and the date for
Winners Announced is changing from
April 16–20, 2016 to September 12,
2016.
NIH is also correcting the prize
distribution: The current notice states
‘‘The grand prize Entry will be awarded
up to $30,000. The second place Entry
will be awarded a runner-up prize of up
to $20,000.’’ The following addition will
be made—‘‘In the event of a tie for the
grand prize, the top two scorers will
each be awarded up to $20,000 and the
next highest scorer will be awarded up
to $10,000.’’
Dated: July 5, 2016.
Douglas R. Lowy,
Acting Director, National Cancer Institute,
National Institutes of Health.
[FR Doc. 2016–16437 Filed 7–11–16; 8:45 am]
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND
HUMAN SERVICES
National Institutes of Health
National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases; Notice of Closed
Meeting
Pursuant to section 10(d) of the
Federal Advisory Committee Act, as
amended (5 U.S.C. App.), notice is
hereby given of the following meeting.
The meeting will be closed to the
public in accordance with the
provisions set forth in sections
552b(c)(4) and 552b(c)(6), Title 5 U.S.C.,
as amended. The grant applications and
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the discussions could disclose
confidential trade secrets or commercial
property such as patentable material,
and personal information concerning
individuals associated with the grant
applications, the disclosure of which
would constitute a clearly unwarranted
invasion of personal privacy.
Name of Committee: Microbiology,
Infectious Diseases and AIDS Initial Review
Group; Acquired Immunodeficiency
Syndrome Research Review Committee.
Date: July 27, 2016.
Time: 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Agenda: To review and evaluate grant
applications.
Place: National Institutes of Health, 5601
Fishers Lane, Rockville, MD 20892
(Telephone Conference Call).
Contact Person: Brenda L. Fredericksen,
Ph.D., Scientific Review Officer, Scientific
Review Program, Division of Extramural
Activities, Room # 3G22A, National Institutes
of Health/NIAID, 5601 Fishers Lane, MSC
9823, Bethesda, MD 20892–9823, (240) 669–
5052, brenda.fredericksen@nih.gov.
This notice is being published less than 15
days prior to the meeting due to the timing
limitations imposed by the review and
funding cycle.
(Catalogue of Federal Domestic Assistance
Program Nos. 93.855, Allergy, Immunology,
and Transplantation Research; 93.856,
Microbiology and Infectious Diseases
Research, National Institutes of Health, HHS)
Dated: July 6, 2016.
Natasha M. Copeland,
Program Analyst, Office of Federal Advisory
Committee Policy.
[FR Doc. 2016–16369 Filed 7–11–16; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 4140–01–P

DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND
SECURITY
U.S. Customs and Border Protection
[CBP Dec. No. 16–09]

Expansion of Global Entry Eligibility to
All Citizens of the United Kingdom
U.S. Customs and Border
Protection; Department of Homeland
Security.
ACTION: General notice.
AGENCY:

U.S. Customs and Border
Protection (CBP) has established the
Global Entry international trusted
traveler program at most major U.S.
airports. Global Entry allows preapproved participants dedicated CBP
processing into the United States using
Global Entry kiosks located at
designated airports. In 2013, CBP
announced a limited pilot program
through which certain British citizens
were eligible to apply for participation
in the Global Entry program. This
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document announces that CBP is
concluding the pilot and expanding
eligibility in the Global Entry program
to include all British citizens with a
valid United Kingdom passport
documenting their British citizenship.
Additionally, this document announces
that certain U.S. citizens may apply for
membership in Registered Traveller, the
United Kingdom’s registered traveler
program.
Global Entry eligibility will be
expanded to British citizens on July 12,
2016. Applications will be accepted
beginning July 12, 2016.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Garret A. Conover, Office of Field
Operations, (202) 325–4062,
Garret.A.Conover@cbp.dhs.gov.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
DATES:

Background
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Global Entry Program
Global Entry is a voluntary program
that allows for dedicated CBP
processing of pre-approved travelers
arriving in the United States at Global
Entry kiosks located at designated
airports. In a final rule published in the
Federal Register (77 FR 5681) on
February 6, 2012, CBP promulgated the
regulation (8 CFR 235.12) to establish
Global Entry as an ongoing voluntary
regulatory program. Section 235.12
contains a description of the program,
the eligibility criteria, the application
and enrollment process, and redress
procedures. Travelers who wish to
participate in Global Entry must apply
via the Global On-Line Enrollment
System (GOES) Web site, https://goesapp.cbp.dhs.gov, and pay the applicable
fee. Applications for Global Entry must
be completed and submitted
electronically. The list of airports with
Global Entry kiosks is available at
http://www.globalentry.gov.
Eligibility for participation in Global
Entry is limited to U.S. citizens, U.S.
nationals, U.S. lawful permanent
residents, and certain nonimmigrant
aliens from countries that have entered
into arrangements with CBP regarding
international trusted traveler programs.
Specifically, certain nonimmigrant
aliens from countries that have entered
into arrangements with CBP concerning
international trusted traveler programs
may be eligible to apply for
participation in Global Entry after CBP
announces the arrangement by
publication of a notice in the Federal
Register. The notice will include the
country, the scope of eligibility of
nonimmigrant aliens from that country
(e.g., whether only citizens of the
foreign country or citizens and non-
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citizens are eligible) and other
conditions that may apply based on the
terms of the arrangement. See 8 CFR
235.12(b)(1)(ii). In the preamble of the
Global Entry final rule, CBP recognized
the existence of previous arrangements
it had with Mexico and the Netherlands
regarding the international trusted
traveler programs and announced that
Mexican nationals and certain citizens
of the Netherlands were eligible to
apply for the Global Entry program. CBP
further specified that Mexican nationals
and citizens of the Netherlands who
were existing participants in the Global
Entry pilot would be automatically
enrolled in the ongoing Global Entry
program. CBP also stated that pursuant
to a previous Federal Register notice,1
participants in NEXUS and certain
participants in SENTRI would still be
allowed to use the Global Entry kiosks.
In a notice published in the Federal
Register (78 FR 48706) on August 9,
2013, CBP expanded Global Entry
eligibility to include citizens of the
Republic of Korea who are participants
in the Smart Entry System (SES), a
trusted traveler program for preapproved, low-risk travelers at
designated airports in the Republic of
Korea and a limited number of citizens
of the State of Qatar. In the notice, CBP
also announced a Global Entry pilot for
a limited number of German citizens
who participated in ABG Plus,
Germany’s former trusted traveler
program.
In a notice published in the Federal
Register (81 FR 7822) on February 16,
2016, CBP announced the conclusion of
the limited pilot for German citizens
and the expansion of Global Entry
eligibility to include all German
citizens. Additionally, this notice
announced that certain U.S. citizens
may apply for membership in
EasyPASS, Germany’s registered
traveler program.
In a notice published in the Federal
Register (80 FR 1509) on January 12,
2015, CBP expanded Global Entry
eligibility to include citizens of the
Republic of Panama. Additionally, the
notice announced that U.S. citizens who
participate in Global Entry or U.S.
citizens who can utilize Global Entry
kiosks as NEXUS or SENTRI
participants have the option to apply for
membership in Panama Global Pass, the
Republic of Panama’s trusted traveler
program.
1 See the Utilization of Global Entry Kiosks by
NEXUS and SENTRI Participants Federal Register
notice, December 29, 2010 (75 FR 82202) for further
information.
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Limited Global Entry Pilot for Certain
Citizens of the United Kingdom
In the August 9, 2013 notice
referenced in the previous section, CBP
also announced a limited Global Entry
pilot program allowing a limited
number of British citizens who
frequently travel to the United States to
apply for participation in Global Entry.
During this limited pilot, certain British
citizens who were identified as
potential participants in the pilot
program, received a promotional code
from a British airline carrier, the U.S.
Embassy, or CBP to use during the
application process. These applicants
were required to obtain a police
certificate to be presented to a CBP
officer at the time of the Global Entry
interview to demonstrate that they had
no criminal history. The United States
and the United Kingdom limited the
number of British citizens who could
apply for Global Entry to allow for the
development of the program’s
infrastructure. The notice stated that
CBP expected to be able to expand
eligibility to include all British citizens
in the near future and that such an
expansion would be announced by
notice in the Federal Register and on
http://www.globalentry.gov.
Expansion of Global Entry Program To
Include All Citizens of the United
Kingdom
This document announces that
pursuant to the Joint Declaration signed
by the U.S. Department of Homeland
Security, CBP, and the United Kingdom
Home Office, United Kingdom Border
Agency of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland (United Kingdom Border
Agency) on June 24, 2008, CBP is
expanding Global Entry eligibility to
include all British citizens in
accordance with the terms and
conditions set forth below. As a result,
CBP is concluding the limited pilot
program. All pilot participants will
continue their Global Entry membership
for the initial five-year membership
period. If pilot participants want to
renew their membership when their
initial Global Entry membership
expires, the renewal will be subject to
the terms and conditions set forth
below.
Any British citizen with a valid
United Kingdom passport documenting
his or her British citizenship may apply
for Global Entry. The terms ‘‘citizens of
the United Kingdom’’ as used in the
Joint Statement and ‘‘British citizen’’ as
used in this notice refer to citizens of
England, Northern Ireland, Scotland,
and Wales.
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Before a British citizen can apply for
Global Entry, he or she must first
register to apply through the United
Kingdom Home Office Web site,
www.gov.uk. The United Kingdom
charges a non-refundable £42 processing
fee for registering to apply for Global
Entry. This processing fee is collected
by the United Kingdom to process the
applicant’s background check. After the
applicant is thoroughly vetted for Global
Entry by the United Kingdom Border
Agency, the applicant will receive a UK
Access Code from the United Kingdom
to use to apply for Global Entry.2
To apply for Global Entry, the
applicant will be required to complete
the online application located on the
GOES Web site, pay the non-refundable
Global Entry fee, and satisfy all the
requirements of Global Entry. During
the application process, the applicant
will also be required to enter the UK
Access Code on the GOES Web site. If
an applicant is not vetted by the United
Kingdom and does not have a UK
Access Code prior to applying to Global
Entry, the Global Entry application will
not be accepted. The applicant will be
permitted to participate in Global Entry
only upon successful completion of a
risk assessment by CBP and completion
of an interview with a CBP officer.3 CBP
will notify the applicant whether or not
he or she has been accepted in the
Global Entry program.
Applicants may be denied enrollment
in the Global Entry program for various
reasons. The eligibility criteria are set
forth in detail in the Global Entry final
rule and 8 CFR 235.12. See also http://
www.globalentry.gov.
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U.S. Citizens’ Participation in
Registered Traveller
Certain U.S. citizens who are 18 years
of age or older have the option to enroll
in Registered Traveller, a registered
traveler program in the United Kingdom
that provides expedited entry into the
country via ePassport gates at border
control. An ePassport is required for
Registered Traveller for use at these
ePassport gates. A U.S. citizen does not
have to be a member of a CBP trusted
traveler program to apply for Registered
Traveller. However, a U.S. citizen must
meet specific visa and/or travel
qualifications to be eligible to apply for
Registered Traveller.
2 Unlike

in the pilot, a British citizen does not
have to obtain a police certificate to present to the
CBP officer at the time of the Global Entry
interview.
3 The vetting criteria to be used by both the
United Kingdom Border Agency and CBP were
mutually agreed upon by both agencies and are
consistent with each agency’s applicable domestic
laws and policies.
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Eligible U.S. applicants may apply for
Registered Traveller on the United
Kingdom Web site. U.S. applicants must
register for Registered Traveller directly
with the British Government and
undergo a background check. There is a
fee associated with Registered Traveller.
The applicant will be notified by the
United Kingdom about whether he or
she is approved for Registered Traveller.
More information about Registered
Traveller, including the eligibility
criteria and how to apply, is available at
www.gov.uk.
Dated: July 6, 2016.
Todd C. Owen,
Executive Assistant Commissioner, Office of
Field Operations.
[FR Doc. 2016–16435 Filed 7–11–16; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 9111–14–P

FEMA–2016–0016. Follow the
instructions for submitting comments.
(2) Mail. Submit written comments to
Docket Manager, Office of Chief
Counsel, DHS/FEMA, 500 C Street SW.,
8NE, Washington, DC 20472–3100.
All submissions received must
include the agency name and Docket ID.
Regardless of the method used for
submitting comments or material, all
submissions will be posted, without
change, to the Federal eRulemaking
Portal at http://www.regulations.gov,
and will include any personal
information you provide. Therefore,
submitting this information makes it
public. You may wish to read the
Privacy Act notice that is available via
the link in the footer of
www.regulations.gov.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND
SECURITY
Federal Emergency Management
Agency
[Docket ID: FEMA–2016–0016; OMB No.
1660–0134]

Agency Information Collection
Activities: Proposed Collection;
Comment Request; America’s
PrepareAthon! National Day of Action
Event Registration

Samuel Hultzman, IT Program Manager,
DHS/FEMA, Individual and Community
Preparedness, (202) 746–9090. You may
contact the Records Management
Division for copies of the proposed
collection of information at email
address: FEMA-Information-CollectionsManagement@fema.dhs.gov.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: As part of
6 U.S.C. 742 and Presidential Policy
Directive 8 (PPD–8): National
Preparedness, the President tasked the
Secretary of Homeland Security to:

Federal Emergency
Management Agency, DHS.
ACTION: Notice.

coordinate a comprehensive campaign to
build and sustain national preparedness,
including public outreach and communitybased and private-sector programs to enhance
national resilience.

The Federal Emergency
Management Agency, as part of its
continuing effort to reduce paperwork
and respondent burden, invites the
general public and other Federal
agencies to take this opportunity to
comment on a revision of a currently
approved information collection. In
accordance with the Paperwork
Reduction Act of 1995, this notice seeks
comments concerning the registration
for events in support of America’s
PrepareAthon! National Day of Action.
This is part of a FEMA effort to
coordinate a comprehensive campaign
to build and sustain national
preparedness, including public outreach
and community-based and privatesector programs to enhance national
resilience.

The Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) intends to conduct one
(or more) National Day of Action,
coordinated nationally by FEMA.
Schools, businesses, faith-based
organizations, governments at all levels,
other community organizations, and
families will participate in this National
Day of Action by voluntarily taking part
in a simultaneous multi-hazard drill and
public education effort. These entities
taking part in the National Day of
Action register their planned events
through this information collection
effort. This collection was previously
titled, Community Drill Day Registration
and was OMB Control Number: 1660–
NW79. It is now OMB Control Number
1660–0134.

Comments must be submitted on
or before September 12, 2016.
ADDRESSES: To avoid duplicate
submissions to the docket, please use
only one of the following means to
submit comments:
(1) Online. Submit comments at
www.regulations.gov under Docket ID

Title: America’s PrepareAthon!
National Day of Action Event
Registration.
Type of Information Collection:
Revision of a currently approved
information collection.
OMB Number: 1660–0134.

AGENCY:

SUMMARY:

DATES:
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Collection of Information
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